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Sharyl Attkisson: why she left CBS
Sharyl Attkisson: why she left CBS by CNN 6 years ago 9 minutes, 22 seconds 147,585 views Sharyl Attkisson sits down with Brian Stelter to talk about why she resigned from CBS after 21 years. More from ,
CNN , at ...
Rep. Ilhan Omar gets upset with CNN reporter: What is wrong with you?
Rep. Ilhan Omar gets upset with CNN reporter: What is wrong with you? by CNN 1 year ago 3 minutes, 29 seconds 1,953,407 views Freshman Congresswoman Ilhan Omar (D-MN) has received fallout from both
sides of the aisle over a series of tweets widely ...
Giuliani's witness draws audible laughter during testimony
Giuliani's witness draws audible laughter during testimony by CNN 1 month ago 2 minutes, 18 seconds 2,370,784 views Matthew Travis, a former US election security official, evaluates the unfounded testimony
of Melissa Carone, an IT contractor for ...
Trump supporter leaves CNN anchor speechless
Trump supporter leaves CNN anchor speechless by CNN 4 years ago 2 minutes, 36 seconds 36,122,734 views Asked what she thought of his controversial 2005 remarks, Donald Trump supporter Vicki Sciolaro
told , CNN's , Brooke Baldwin that ...
Face to face with a cannibalistic sect
Face to face with a cannibalistic sect by CNN 3 years ago 1 minute, 12 seconds 27,424,331 views Reza Aslan learns why some fear the Aghori Hindu sect when he sits down with a bizarre guru covered in
cremated ashes.
Reporter to Trump: 'Do you regret all the lying to Americans?'
Reporter to Trump: 'Do you regret all the lying to Americans?' by CNN 5 months ago 4 minutes, 15 seconds 2,906,703 views The Huffington Post's Senior White House Correspondent S.V. Date tells , CNN's ,
Brianna Keilar why he bluntly asked President ...
Who are the Aghori?
Who are the Aghori? by CNN 3 years ago 2 minutes, 48 seconds 2,727,640 views This mystical Hindu sect is known for extreme rituals. Reza Aslan explores the facts and myths behind this religion. \"Believer\"
airs ...
‘Greatest presidential felony’: Watergate journalist sounds off on new Trump tapes
‘Greatest presidential felony’: Watergate journalist sounds off on new Trump tapes by CNN 4 months ago 7 minutes, 35 seconds 888,250 views Legendary Watergate , journalist , Carl Bernstein reacts to
revelations about President Donald Trump in Bob Woodward's new , book , .
Ex-adviser releases secret Melania Trump audio recordings
Ex-adviser releases secret Melania Trump audio recordings by CNN 3 months ago 10 minutes, 26 seconds 4,437,062 views First Lady Melania Trump was secretly recorded in the summer of 2018 expressing her
frustration at being criticized for her ...
Giuliani accidentally called reporter. Hear what he said.
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Giuliani accidentally called reporter. Hear what he said. by CNN 1 year ago 8 minutes, 5 seconds 935,490 views Rudy Giuliani, President Donald Trump's personal lawyer, left two apparently unintended
voicemails on a , reporter's , phone this fall ...
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